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Playing the Green Card:
Pacificorp Goes into
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eople often ask us about the advertising policies here at Cascadia
.
Times. As you can tell from the
dearth of ads, this is not an area we have
spent much time developing. We frankly
did not think advertising would be vital
to our success early on, given our emphasis on building a base of support among
subscribers.
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BEN KILLEN ROSENBERG

That isn't to say we couldn't use
more resources to publish this newspaper.
In fact, as we look for stories that are
tough to report, and thus more expensive,
there's never enough funding. But we
had to be realistic: advertisers are not
often willing to take a chance on new,
small publications.
However, we now think it makes
sense for us to actively pursue a limited
amount of advertising, so long as it
remains a small percentage of our overall
publication and does not force us to
shrink our news content. We have also
put in place three guidelines for potential
advertisers to consider. We invite advertisements that advocate less consumption, not more; convey a conservation
message; or encourage community
involvement. Put another way, Cascadia
Times is a good place to market earth
friendly products, but a bad place to sell
your sports utility vehicle.
Finally, if you see an ad in Cascadia
Times, please support the business or the
cause; It will help us be able to do a better job keeping you informed.
We appreciate the generous support
sent our way from individuals and foundations. In particular we acknowledge the
Bullitt Foundation, the Northwest Fund
for the Environment, as well as Lynn
Redlin, John Browne Jr., Peter Quinby,
Bill Fleming, George Fleming, Gloria
Wieman, Joy Belsky, J.E. McMurrer,
Maggie Purves, Benjamin Hoff, John
Messer, John Saemann, Bobby
Feldhousen, Cota Birk, Jane Page,
Homer Smith and Dr. Frederick Ellis.
Thank you!
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A Bomb on Their Hands
The Public is Being Asked to Testify on a Plan to Bring Back Nuclear Weapons
Production at Hanford. But Some Officials Say the Plan is Too Dangerous.
By Paul Koberstein

T

he federal government is close
to deciding whether to manufacture nuclear weapons again
at the Hanford Nuclear Reservation in
Southeast Washington. And while the
agency will take public comments in
December and January on this plan,
some administration
officials are slamming it as unsafe.
The U.S. Department of Energy's
plan is also controversial outside the
administration.
Support comes from
Hanford's
corporate partners, which
stand to make millions from the project, and Washington state politicians,
including
the Legislature and Sen.
Patty Murray. Opposition comes from
dozens of citizens groups throughout
the region, and lawmakers from the
state of Oregon.
"The public doesn't want a new
nuclear
reactor
running
on
the
Columbia River," said Lynn Sims of
Hanford Action,
a Portland group,
"especially one that has been shown to
be dangerous and unsafe."
Bur the most stinging criticism

Hanford's Fast Flux Test Reactor may take on nuclear-bomb making duties.

comes from the DOE's own Office of
Defense Programs, which views the
proposal as risky, unsafe and untested.
The Energy Department at first
proposed just two public hearings on
the plan, in Portland and in Richland.

After citizens groups protested, hearings were added in Seattle, Spokane
and Hood River.
The gist of the DOE plan involves
using the Fast Flux Test Reactor, also
CONTINUED
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SubsistenceDebate
DividesAlaskans
by Kathie Durbin
ne day each summer Frank Wright Jr. takes his commercial purse seiner out into the waters of Excursion
Inlet near Hoonah, Alaska, and sets his nets for his village. This year he advertised the community net set on public
access television, and the 1,000 dog salmon he brought in were
snapped up in short order. Families who need food and don,t
have boats of their own will eat some of the fish. Some will be
smoked and set out at traditional winter parties.
Gordon and Chris Greenwold of Hoonah both have fulltime jobs with the Hoonah School District and live in a spacious cedar house facing tidal flats. They could live anywhere,
but they stay in Hoonah for the chance to dig clams in their
front yard, catch Dungeness crabs to share with relatives, and
fish for salmon and halibut in the cold waters of Port
Frederick. "We're spoiled, spoiled for the wild foods," Gordon
Greenwold admits.
When Gilbert Fred visits his home village of Angoon, on
Alaska's Admiralty Island, he considers it both a duty and a
privilege to gather medicinal plants such as Devil's club root
for the elders. "When our elderly first started being admitted
to the Pioneer Home, they were not allowed to bring their
native foods in, and the people perished," he says. "Bringing
medicine for the elders is a spiritual thing for me."
What do Frank Wright Jr., Gordon Greenwald and Gilbert
Fred have in common? They're all Alaska natives of Tlingit
ancestry, and they all practice the uniquely Alaskan way of life
called subsistence.

O

In Alaska, "subsistence" does not imply a life spent fighting for the bare essentials of existence. It's a rich and complex
a way of living that is integrated with and attuned to nature's
cycles, in which much energy is expended in fishing and hunting, freezing and smoking, canning and drying, gathering
berries and making jellies that you can't buy in a grocery store:
It's what makes being an Alaskan unique - for Alaska natives
and non-natives alike.
But the right to engage in subsistence fishing and hunting
has recently ignited a crisis in Alaska politics that is hard for
outsiders to understand. It comes down to a disagreement
between the state of Alaska and the U.S. government over
who, in times of scarce fish and game, gets to be first in line.
The Alaska Constitution, adopted after statehood in 1959,
states that when it comes to access to the state's abundant
game and fish, all Alaskans are equal.
Bur the Alaska National Interest Lands Act, passed by
Congress and signed by President Jimmy Carter in 1980,
offered conflicting direction. Title XIII of ANILCA requires
that "rural residents" of Alaska be given preference over city
dwellers in access to fish and game, not only because subsistence is an integral part of their existence but because "in most
cases, no practical alternative means are available" to replace
these wild foods. Under Title XIII, rural subsistence needs
come first in line in times of scarcity - before the needs of
commercial fishermen and those who hunt and fish for sport,
including charter fish boat operators and outfitters.
CONTINUED
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known as FFTF, as a source of tritium,
the radioactive gas that enhances
hydrogen bomb explosions. Tritium's
short half-life means that U.S. stockpiles will drop below what the government says is necessary, sometime during the next decade.
An alternative
tritium source
could be a proposed accelerator to be
built in South Carolina. Some proponents of the Hanford reactor plan say
their proposal might also make isotopes for use in medicine - the benefits of which are in dispute. A panel of
DOE experts said FFTF could produce 1.5 kilograms of tritium annually,
which is less than the nation's estimated need of about 2 kilograms. Other
DOE officials say FFTF might also be
used in a controversial proposed program to burn weapons plutonium in
commercial reactors. The DOE will
decide by next November whether to
begin tritium production, possibly by
April 2002.
Fast Flux Test Reactor was built
in the late 1970s to demonstrate the
technology of commercial breeder
reactors. The reactor, however, has
languished for years without a mission
because the breeder reactor program
. was cancelled during the Carter
administration.
Today, the reactor is being held in
"hot standby" while decision makers
ponder its future - at a cost, critics
say, that's high enough to interfere
with the government's main mission at
Hanford: cleaning up SO years of mili-

Inside Fast Flux's control room.

tary waste from plutonium manufacturing.
The DOE says potential radiation
exposure to the public and environment "would not increase measurably" with the tritium or medical isotope production. It estimates the maximum exposure to a person living offsite would be 650,000 times less than
the average exposure from background
radiation .
But the DOE's Office of Defense
Programs has another view. This
obscure agency, whose mission is to
ensure the safety, reliability, and performance of nuclear weapons without
underground nuclear testing, issued a
highly critical review in March 1996.

The agency said "no engineer
would propose a fast reactor to make
tritium from lithium." The problem is
that to employ lithium rods instead of
standard uranium rods would change
the geometry of the core, potentially
making it more unstable and more
dangerous. The agency also said that
"modifying a test reactor to the
strength
capacity as production
machine ... places the plant at risk,"
It criticized the DOE for not
knowing whether it could control reactions at Fast Flux, saying "no time is
provided in the schedule to accommodate any safety testing or modifications required by test results."
In some worst-case scenarios, the
Office of Defense Programs said the
design of Fast Flux can "trigger a very
severe accident." But even during routine operations, there's risk: "Fuel
melting is predicted in the 50 percent
enriched fuel during a routine FFTF
startup." Finally, the agency said risk
increases as tritium production goes
up.
Deputy Energy Secretary Charles
B. Curtis found the criticism persuasive. In a March 21, 1996 memo, Curtis
wrote that, "I am convinced FFTF
presents too many risks to warrant further investment or inquiry."
Tom Carpenter, an attorney with
the Seattle office of the Government
Accountability Project, said he always
knew Fast Flux "was an economic
boondoggle that would drain needed
cleanup funds from an already overly
'
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Alaska pretty much ignored Title XIII until 1990, when a
lawsuit filed by a white resident of Anchorage brought the issue
to a head. The Alaska Supreme Court ruled that rural preference
violated the state constitution. Meanwhile, Alaska Natives took
their complaint about how the state was implementing rural preference to federal court. "The state boards of fish and game and
their local advisory committees were dominated by the hook and
bullet club - commercial fishermen, outfitters and individual
sports hunters," said Fred Clark, an anthropologist in the Forest
Service's Alaska regional office. Their world view clashed with
that of Alaska natives like Frank Wright Jr. and Gilbert Fred, who
" see the salmon and the deer as community resources.
In 1995, the 9th U.S. Circuit Court ruled that the federal government must assume management of subsistence fish and game
harvests. The feds took over regulation of subsistence hunting
soon after, but the Alaska congressional delegation delayed the
federal takeover of the subsistency fishery for two years. This fall,
it was narrowly averted again when Alaska Gov. Tony Knowles
and U.S. Interior Secretary Bruce Babbitt, in a deal brokered by
U.S. Senator Ted Stevens of Alaska, pushed back the deadline for
compliance to Dec. 1, 1998. The agreement also amends ANILCA to give the state of Alaska more leeway in regulating hunting
and fishing. Pressure will be on the Alaska Legislature to put a
"rural preference" constitutional amendment before voters next
year.
Alaskans are divided on the issue. The Alaska Federation of
Natives, left out of the negotiations, has predicted "a minor civil
war in the state" unless all Alaskans are brought into the discussion. Some natives believe the "rural preference" in ANILCA
should have been a "native preference." They'd like to see the
tribes manage fishing and hunting, possibly in partnership with
the federal government.
Others, like Floyd Peterson, a successful Hoonah Tlingit
commercial and charter fishermen, believe it's unfair to put subsistence ahead of the livelihoods of those who make their living
from the sea. He asks, "Where does that leave commercial fishermen like me?

Some think scarce fish and game should be allocated based
on need - a prospect that raises a whole new set of questions.
None of this debate would be necessary if there were plenty
of salmon and shellfish and Sitka black-tailed deer to go around.
Unfortunately, when it comes to deer, heavy logging on Forest
Service and native corporation lands in Southeast Alaska, combined with heavy hunting pressure, has already created local
shortages. Last spring a subsistence advisory council recommended barring Ketchikan sport hunters from hunting on Prince of
Wales Island because deer numbers were low. The recommendation was noc adopted, but it caused a furor in Ketchikan,
The issue is not going away. Two Alaska Native groups, the
Hoonah Indian Association and the Sitka Tribe of Alaska, have
sued the Forest Service to stop two huge timber sales on the
north end of the Tongass. They argue that logging will destroy
critical wildlife habitat in their traditional hunting areas, thereby
violating their subsistence rights under ANILCA. And residents
of Point Baker, a remote settlement on North Prince of Wales
Island, appealed a huge sale in their back yard, arguing that deer
populations had dwindled due to habitat loss.
The subsistence issue puts the new Tongass Land
Management Plan on a collision course with subsistence users,
especially Alaska natives. "There's an overlap between the best of
the old growth and the areas used for subsistence," anthropologist
Clark says. But the agency has taken the position that as long as it
discloses how logging will affect subsistence resources, it is not
legally required to prevent their further depletion.
Conservation groups in Southeast Alaska have declined to
take a position on the volatile aspects of the subsistence debate.
The Southeast Alaska Conservation Council says the real issue is
the destruction of habitat.
,
It may be hard for outsiders to understand why a land so vast
and rich in resources should have to ration fish and game. As logging continues to nibble away at habitat, and as commercial and
charter fishing operations continue to mine the seas for salmon
and halibut, a sad reality becomes obvious: For all its rich endowment, not even Alaska is inexhaustible.
•

polluted facility. The new evidence
shows that internally at least, the DOE
recognizes they have got a bomb on
their hands."
Keeping Fast Flux on hot standby
coses the government some $32 million
a year. At the same time, money to
clean up the Hanford site has been
wanting. Funds have been trimmed
from efforts to test and empty wastes in
underground
tanks,
among
other
things, says Gerald Pollet, director of
Heart of America Northwest, a Seattle
watchdog group.
One of those tanks is No. C-106,
which is full of more than a quarter million gallons of hot, radioactive
waste.
The problems at C-106 underscore the
need to get on with the cleanup, and to
avoid diversions
such as tritium production and other new proposed programs at Hanford, critics say.
Under a 1994 agreement with the
Washington
Department of Ecology,
the DOE agreed to begin emptying the
tank in November 1997. But the DOE
contends that it's too soon to begin
emptying the vessel, and has asked
Ecology for more time to attend to serious safety problems associated with the
emptying procedure.
In October, however Ecology offi-

cials denied the requested delay. One
reason is a sense of urgency: the 53year-old tank is a single thickness of
carbon steel that has served 25 years
beyond its design life. Most tanks at
Hanford are constructed of a double
thickness of carbon.
"High heat from within could
damage the structure of this old tank,
potentially causing tank failure and
very serious threats to human health
and the environment,"
said Mike
Wilson, Ecology's nuclear waste program manager. "If it can't be kept cool,
this tank's top dome could collapse and
cause major releases of contamination
throughout the area."
The DOE is injecting water into
the tank to keep its temperature down.
But if the tank leaks, the water could
spread contamination toward groundwater
and
eventually
into
the
Columbia River, Wilson said.
The DOE is taking public comments on the Fast Flux tritium plan
through.January 31. For more information contact the DOE at (509) 373-9382
or the Department of Ecology at (360)
407-7180.

Food Fight
California's Exploding
Population Poses Threat
to Farm Production,
Environment
s cities in the Pacific Northwest
struggle with growth problems,
they might cast a glance southward, where Californians are beginning
to understand the long-term consequences of their own unfettered growth.

A

Consider that by 2030, California's
population would double, from 32 million to 65 million, if the current rate of
growth continues, according to a new
study by two Cornell University
researchers.
That's after growing 36
percent growth from 1980 to 1996 and taking into account an early 1990s
slowdown brought on by economic
stagnation.
Such explosive growth has serious
implications for California agriculture,
a $24 billion a year enterprise chat
feeds the nation; for natural ecosystems, which are being converted rapidly to farm and urban uses; and for the
Pacific Northwest, which has always
soaked up some of the population and
agriculture that leaves California.
California ranks first in the U.S. in
agriculture. Of the 99 million acres in
the state, about 4.4 million acres are
devoted to crops. Yet each year, about
122,000 acres are lost from production
because they are overrun by urban and
industrial sprawl, says David Pimentel,

a Cornell University professor who
recently co-authored a study on the
consequences of this growth.
"In less than· 20 years at the current rate of loss, approximately half of
California's cropland will no longer be
available for production," he says.
Pimentel says significant damage
to the California environment was
already apparent in the late 1800s,
when the state's
population
had
reached 1 million. "With each additional human, the impacts on California's
environment are intensified," he says.
Ongoing soil erosion and salinization is
contamination of water resources,
along with sediments, pesticides, fertilizers and salts.
"All human activities, economical
enterprises, environmental preservation and food production systems will
suffer when human numbers increasingly exceed the basic resources that
support human life," he says. "The
future status of agricultural production
is especially critical."
Another study, by Alvin Sokolow at
UC Davis, says the Central Valley, a

400-mile-long ag region extending
from Redding to Bakersfield, is facing
the most powerful pressures of farmland conversion. "No other region in
the state has the soil and other resource
conditions to pick up the resulting
slack," he writes.
The strain on water supplies in the
Central
Valley
is
most
acute.
Agriculture consumes 80 percent of the
pumped water in the state, depleting
fish populations. Urban areas are also
clamoring for more of that water.
One environmental
restoration
project has already succumbed to competing human needs. The Central
Valley Project Improvement Act of
1992 was designed to restore depleted
Central Valley salmon runs by setting
aside 800,000-acre feet of water for the
fish. But last month, the administration
announced that the plan was unworkable without triggering a water war
among urban, agricultural and environmental interest groups. The new plan
will try to restore the salmon while
maximizing the use of water elsewhere. The Environmental Defense
· Fund and the Natural Resources
Defense Council blasted the new plan
for using funds for environmental
restoration to provide subsidized water
for agriculture.
Then there's the matter of air pollution, caused largely by automobiles.
Pimentel says that in Los Angeles,
which has the largest concentration of
cars in the world, exposure to airborne
carcinogens is as much as 5,000 times
the acceptable EPA level.
Several
cities
in
Northern
California are working on solving their
growth problems by enforcing Oregonstyle urban growth boundaries to limit
sprawl. Urban growth boundaries halt
the expansion of cities by ending land
speculation outside the urban and suburban fringe. In the last year, nine
cities adopted growth boundaries, all at
the ballot box. One measure was narrowly defeated.
Another 12 cities will consider
exacting boundaries in the next year,
all in· the Bay Area, says Jim Sayer,
executive director of the Greenbelt
Alliance, a California group that supports restrictions on sprawl.
Containing sprawl is all but impossible in Southern California, where in
recent years the population
has
increased by 45 percent while the
amount
of developed
land
has
increased 2000 percent, Sayer says.
But there's still hope in the northern part of the state. "We are finding
more and more people who are fed up
with the old suburban models," he
says, "People don't want these colossal
congested communities."
Pimentel says California's population must stabilize. "All these environmental problems will continue and
intensify as long as the human population and its diverse activities continue
_to expand in California," he says. "As
the basic resources decline per person
and the quality of the natural environment declines, personal freedom to
earn a satisfactory living and enjoy
nature no longer will be an option." •
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Mary O'Brien ha6 in6pired many toward thorough,
caring action ob all kind6. Yet, given a chance to
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, 'Think. Care. Act." This oftenrepeated counsel is attributed to Mary O'Brien, a
botanist, educator and visionary environmental activist. O'Brien, who lives near
Eugene, Oregon, adds to the manifesto
a phrase cogently fashioned by her
friend Terry Tempest Williams. It is
"This. That. And everything." Which
roughly translates to everything in life is
connected.
O'Brien has embraced this tenet for
a very long time, but its message has
become much more urgent to her since
she was diagnosed in August with breast
cancer, a disease whose precise cause is
unknown. What is well-known is that
breast cancer is the most prevalent cancer among American women. The suspects are the usual with uninterrupted
estrogen exposure leading the way.
Studies show that early puberty, and late
menopause compound the risk. But
these identified risk factors account for
only about 30 percent of all breast cancer in the United States. Also considered are individual variances in diet,
bone density, exercise, alcohol consumption, use of hormone replacement
therapy, and exposure to environmental
toxins.
It's the last item on this list - environmental toxins - that are finally getting some attention, thanks to activists
like O'Brien and ongoing research.
Some recent findings: In a study at
Hartford Hospital in Connecticut,
researchers found significantly higher
concentrations of pesticides and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in breast
tissue of women with malignant breast
tumors compared to women with benign
breast disease. In other studies,
researchers found beta-hexachlorocyclohexane (HCH) more frequently in
breast cancer patients than in women
without cancer. And then there is the

list in total - cumulative estrogen
exposure.
Over a lifetime, everyone of us is
exposed to both endogenous (internally
produced) and exogenous (external)
sources of estrogen. Although O'Brien
took estrogen for several years - her
doctor prescribed it for another health
issue - factor by factor, risks by risk, her
potential for breast cancer adds up to
"low." She eats a low-fat, vegetarian diet
comprised largely of organic foods, and
gets plenty of exercise. She bore two
children.
At 51, O'Brien has, however, had
plenty of cumulative estrogen exposure.
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(she had a mastectomy in October).
"But what about the Beluga whales, the
fish in the Great Lakes developing
tumors, the Peregrine falcon laying eggs
with shells too thin for survival?
"I'm trying to do all these things
right, but world is doing some things
that are wrong," she says. "We need to
look fundamentally at how we manage
toxins, and instead of asking the risk
assessment questions like 'what's the
most we can get away with using,' we
need to ask 'what's the least we can
use.' Sequestering the questions too
narrowly doesn't address the fact that
scientists have found that we have more

The hard thing tor me i6 that I can get a mcerectomy - I can take Lite a bit ea6ier. But what about the
Beluga whale6, the ti6h·in the Great Lakes developing tumors, the Peregrine taLcon Laying egg6 with
6hell6 too thin tor 6urvivaL?
- Mary O'Brien
She also has had a share of exposure to
chemical toxins, having grown up downwind from the infamous nuclear test site
in Nevada when prevailing winds shifted, and an already smog-choked Los
Angeles became further cloaked in a
toxic haze. And the assault on her cells
continued as O'Brien rode her bike to
work at the National Coalition for
Alternatives to Pesticides, or NCAP, in
Eugene for years, inevitably inhaling
the toxins that are automobile exhaust.
"The hard thing for me is that I can
get a mastectomy - I can take life a bit
easier," says O'Brien, reflecting on the
challenge of dealing with breast cancer

.....

..,."

than 200 industrial and agricultural
chemicals in our bodies - that's both
wildlife and human's."
Her work, both past and present,
reflects O'Brien's desire to see the big
picture holistically. "All environmental
problems are social," she says. "It's really about managing people."
From social worker (she graduated
from Whittier College with a bachelor's
degree in 1967) to her current work as
an advocate for native bunch grass, as
well as a member of seven environmental organization committees and boards,
including chair of the Toxic Board, a
"right-to-know" task force she recently

was appointed to by the Governor) - she
strives to ask q uestions and to listen, to
detach from the outcome but still care,
and to stay positive instead of caving
into cynicism.
"I would rather spend my time,"
she says, "defending the right to be
alive defending living. It's a defense
mechanism, really the only way I know
how to be."
She learned how to do this years
ago when she actually tried to disconnect. Tired of social work, she went
back to school and earned a degree in
elementary education. She bailed to
study botany, wanting co get as far from
human problems as possible. She
earned a masters degree in botany, then
a Ph.D. before discovering that plants
and humans were connected, and that
her connection to both could make a
difference.
Besides her advocacy work for
native bunch grass and consulting work
in alternatives for risk management, various committee and chair work, O'Brien
has three books and countless articles
on environment-related topics, including risk management, chemical pollution and a series on toxicology, environmental fate and the hazards of pesticides. She has given testimony at
dozens of hearings relating to, among
other topics, dioxins, the toxic impact of
Hyundai semi-conductor chip factory
discharges, and alternatives to incineration of chemical weapons. She also has
given dozens of presentations and workshops on subjects ranging from scientist
in the courtroom to pesticides and
women's health.
O'Brien's colleagues and friends
were devastated by the news of her disease (even with the cancer itself surgically excised - she opted out of radiation
- the risk of it returning remains). It
seems ironic, if not a cruel twist of fate.
Here's someone, they say, who has
worked ceaselessly on behalf of the
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Ca Jitollfflffl----------everything." And whatever you do,
don't disparage what someone else
· is working on - all work for the
environment, she says, at every level, matters.
As a member of Eugene's committee Citizen for Public
Accountability, O'Brien implores
businesses to take responsibility as
well. The right-to-know law passed
in Eugene requires manufacturers
to report all (at State-level, it's only
5 percent) hazardous materials
involved in manufacturing input
aod output. This considers the
largest picture possible, she says.
"Private industry is not private
when it comes to public effect - the
public act of polluting." O'Brien's
resoluteness is mediated by a willingness to ask questions and listen,
and not take life too seriously.
"Words are more sacred to me
Ou all the thing6 I
now," she says. Some of them she
finds "really, really funny." She
think about the
says she would love to be snowbound in cabin with a number of
the i66ue ou working
· people whose perspectives she's
interested in hearing. Among
at being humble and
them? "President Clinton. The
president of Monsanto. The person
who buys their coffee to go at
being grateuut uor
Starbucks and then throws the cup
away."
what I have and
"More and more, I try to ask
questions," she says. "But I don't
do i6 most important
limit the response. I want to know
how they respond, what drives
to me. I try to keep it
them."
Sometimes it helps her see the
all in per6pective bigger picture; other times a different point-of-view. Sometimes, it
the non-human, the
helps to get the other person thinking about why they think or do
what they do.
per6onal, the phy6ical
In September, friends and colleagues
created an informal sabbatreality and the 6piriical fund to help give O'Brien the
time and resources "to heal, sleep,
tual a6pect6 ou living.
read, play in the woods, rejuvenate
her spirit, and pursue. whatever
other immune-enhancing activities
she pleases."
- Mary O'Brien
Friends and colleagues see the
money - $13,000 has thus far been
raised - as a way to provide O'Brien
a medical leave formal institutional
This connection is at the heart
support might normally provide a
of how O'Brien stays motivated
worker under these circumstances.
rather than becoming cynical. She
Many also see it as a repayment of
tries to cast the widest possible net
a long overdue debit; the environin search of the connection
mental community's "Mac Arthur"
between the personal and the polit- genius award.
ical. "The most interest aspect of
O'Brien, a self-professed
life to me," she says, "is humans
workaholic, says she will move her
and the environment."
office into a space at home and
She offers a useful exercise for
spend some time reevaluating both
people working for the environthe personal and the political in her
mental: Consider each part of the
life. Soon, she and her husband,
whole picture - look at your personBob O'Brien, will celebrate 30
al life, your community, your workyears of marriage. She'll finish her
place, the world. Don't focus to .
book on alternatives to risk assessnarrowly on your particular advocament for the Environment
cy. Develop an image that brings it
Resource Foundation, and will conall together in one large picture.
tinue doing contract work in the
In other words, says O'Brien,
same area. She's also hopes to step
"Don't just buy and eat organically
up her work on raising awareness
grown foods to cover your own
about native plants.
ass." Consider that someone had to
"Of all the things I think about
plant it, but no one had to spray it.
the most, the issue of working at
No bird had to eat a worm that was
being humble and being grateful
poisoned by the spray. No landfill
for what I have and can do is most
was contaminated with pesticide
important to me," she says. "I try
containers.
to keep it all in perspective - the
"The goal is to include everynon-human, the personal, the physthing in your action," she says.
ical reality and the spiritual aspects
"The intellectual, the personal, the
of living."
•
emotional, the holistic. Look at

environment and for the
human/wildlife casualties of toxic
encroachment. Here is someone
who has tried to live healthfully for
herself and the planet. It's one of
those paradoxes that plays itself out
in tail-chasing if contemplated too
long.
Instead of getting caught up in
divining the conundrum, O'Brien
looks instead at the compelling
connection between healing ourselves and healing the planet.
Illness forces us "to listen to the
needs of our bodies, she says.
"We try to take the stress off
our bodies." We can apply this
same approach.to the healing of our
planet. Think "earth" instead of
"bodies."

most,

can

Wingtip Cowboys Prevail
ongress went home in November
participation in forest planning; raid the
without passing any significant Land and Water Conservation Fund for
new environmental laws, but not
routine maintenance of federal facilities;
without trying. The Kempthorne-Chafee
overturn a court ruling that protects habiEndangered Species Reform Act, now
tat and endangered species from grazing
supported by the Clinton administration
in the southwest; and abolish a ban on the
but opposed by conservationists, was export of American logs overseas.
passed in committee and goes to a Senate
The Interior bill also provided some
vote, probably by April. Chances of pas$700 million for acquiring 7,500 acres of
sage nonetheless are slim.
ancient redwoods in the Headwaters
But another bill that would affect
Forest of Northern California, and the
endangered species - a grazing bill sponNew World Mine near Yellowstone
sored by Rep. Bob Smith, R-OR National Park in Montana.
passed the House, 242-182. This bill
Clinton signed the bill without vetowould soften federal oversight of grazing
ing any of che riders - a power granted in
lands, where abuse by cows has led to
the line item veto law - even though he
trouble for numerous endangered fish. denounced the riders as a "grave disserThe bill attempts to stifle criticism of govvice to the people of the United States"
ernment grazing subsidies - it raises fees
and accused Republicans of trying to
by 20 cents per graz"interfere with the
ing unit, raising an
responsible manadditional $6 million Mills around the world proagement of our
a year to pay for
national forests."
rangeland manage- duce pulp without producing
But the president
ment. But that's not
said he would veto
nearly enough to buy deadly chlorinated poisons.
a measure transferenvironmental supring $1 million
port. The federal
worth of mineral
Gore and Clinton are ignorcost is expected to be
assets to Montana.
as much as $50 mil- ing this fact and the impacts
The bill, sponsored
lion, an amount taxby Rep. Rick Hill,
payers would have to of their rule on people's
R-MT, would have
pay.
compensated the
state for lost tax
health.
pponents of the
revenues at the
bill noted that
New World Mine.
- Laurie Valeriano.
many beneficiaries
Congress
aren,t small operareturns
to work
Washington Toxics Coalition
tors, but corporations
January 27.
and insurance companies. ," said Rep. Bruce Vento, D-MN,
large coalition of Northwest environwho supported an amendment to increase
mental groups denounced Clinton for
the fees for large producers by either 25
signing a package of water and air quality
percent or to the level that states charge.
standards for pulp and paper mills. The
Possibly because wingtips are also popular
order allows the mills to continue using
in the Capitol, the House stomped on
chlorine dioxide bleaches in the manufacamendment..
turing process. The EPA said it would
Two further indications that federal
reduce dioxin discharges by 96 percent.
timber sales lose money surfaced in
But critics said the rule was weakened by
November. The Sierra Club reported that
years of lobbying by industry. "Mills
the program lost $791 million in 1996.
around the world produce pulp without
The Forest Service itself acknowledged a
producing deadly chlorinated poisons,"
said Laurie Valeriano of the Washington
far smaller net loss - $15 million. What,s
significant is that the agency had never
Toxics Coalition. "Gore and Clinton are
before admitted its program was a money
ignoring this fact and the impacts of their
rule on people's health."
loser, although the General Accounting
Office showed cumulative losses to the
Treasury of nearly $1 billion from 1992 to
ccording to a new re~ort from People1994, the Washington Post said... Mark
for Puget Sound, 011 and shipping
Rey, a staffer on the Senate Energy and
companies in 1996 contributed a total of
Natural Resources Committee, told the
$212,492 to Washington State legislators
who voted in 1997 to abolish the State's
Post that the losses mean the Forest
Service should sell more timber and quit
independent oil spill prevention agency
worrying so much about the environmenand merge its functions with the already
tal consequences of logging.
overburdened and I underfunded State
House members attached 13 "riders"
Department of Ecology. By contrast,
groups opposing the merger contributed a
to the Department of Interior appropriations bill. Riders are like parasites that
total of only $13,507 to legislators voting
for and against the merger.
attach to legislation and are all but impos( For information on how to get a
sible to shake off, short of presidential
veto - which is exactly what environcopy of the report, see page 18.)
•
mentalists have asked President Clinton
to do. The riders will: undermine public
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his month, world leaders are gathering in Kyoto,
Japan to sign a treaty to slow down global warming.
Most will seek more government action, or ask for
more corporate responsibility; they will be lobbied
by industry reps who want less of both. This treaty is facing strong resistance in corporate boardrooms, where the
risks of global warming are weighed against next quarter's
profits. As we see on the next page in the first of three stories in this Special Global Warming Issue, one company in
a position to take lead is Portland's Pacificorp, which is
planting and protecting trees to soak up C02 emissions.
But is that enough?
Of course there is a chance that action isn't needed at
all. In the view of many scientists, there's no absolute certainty that our present course will lead to climate change.
Bue the evidence is pointing in the ocher direction, and, as
Portland writer Patrick Mazza explains beginning on Page
11, we may already be witnessing the storm's leading edge
in the form of El Nino, the weather phenomenon that's
been coming around every 4 to 7 years.
Last month, as fall's warm sunny days extended deep
into autumn, the Seattle Times wondered aloud whether
we were seeing the El Nino version of November. But
what we really might have is the global warming version
of El Nino. As Mazza explains in his companion piece on
page 14, we should expect cracks in the Northwest's
weather machine. The forecast is for warmer weather
ahead, and much turbulence too.
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Playing the Green Card
Portland's Pacificorpis Going into the Jungle to Offset its Huge Global Warming
Emissions. It's Going to Need a-Lot of Jungles.
© Copyright 1997 Cascadia Times

by Paul Koberstein

W

hen disasters happen, there's
always someone angling for a
way to make money. Even global warming, which has been called the
disaster for the late 21st Century, holds
opportunities for the ambulance chasers.
In fact, one Portland-based multinational
corporation is already in the game.
That company is Pacificorp, which
distinguished itself in 1997 as a world
leader in the category of investing in
technologies that contribute to global
warming. Pacificorp has offered $9.6 billion, to be exact, for Peabody Holding
Co., far and away the largest coal mine
operator in the U.S., and for a handful of
other coal properties in England and
Australia. The merger is subject to
approval by regulators in England.
Pacificorp, the nation's third largest
source of greenhouse gases, lately has
been taking to the airwaves and newspapers telling how it is going into the jungle
to combat global warming. It looks like
it's going to need a lot of jungles to offset
its emissions.
The corporation's investments in
tropical forestry in the Central American
country of Belize will reduce the carbon
dioxide burden on the planet by a 5.2
million tons over 40 years. How much is
that? In 15 days, Pacificorp's western
U.S. coal-fired plants will blow as much
carbon dioxide into the atmosphere as
the Belize project will soak up in 40
years.
With the addition of Peabody,
Pacificorp will become responsible for
untold more millions of tons of greenhouse emissions in the form of methane
that escapes from its coal mines. Peabody
mines some 150 million tons of coal a
year, about twice the output of the No. 2
producer and 20 times the production at
Pacificorp's own mines (Pacificorp is No.
25 on the list).
Of course, if taxpayers are as generous to the corporation as they have
recently in Washington state, the company will have lots of money to plant trees.
Just as long as taxpayers aren't too fussy
about being told the truth.

Playing the .lobs Card
Coal-fired plants are a leading
source of human-caused carbon dioxide
in the atmosphere. Carbon dioxide is a
greenhouse gas, meaning its presence in
the atmosphere traps heat near the

earth's surface, causing
temperatures and seas to
rise. But until now, government regulators have
cracked down only on
coal's other pollutants,
mainly sulfur dioxide.
SOX emissions, as they
are called, are a major
health concern to people
who live near coal plants.
In the boardroom,
where shareholder
profits
come first, Pacificorp has
demonstrated little concern
for air quality and public
health. For example, consider
the
1,340-megawatt
Centralia Coal Plant and mine
south of Olympia. Since it
opened in 1972, the company
and its partners in the project
have been running it in "open
stack" mode - meaning without air pollution controls known
as "scrubbers" that remove
SOX.
During the plant's first 25
years, Pacificorp didn't have to
install scrubbers, even though it
was among the dirtiest coal facility in the
West. Congress exempted it from the
Clean Air Act. All the while, it was the
curse of spectacular vistas and public
health downwind. For years, the
National Park Service complained about
yellowed views of nearby Mount Rainier,
while two government studies showed
that the Centralia pollution causes the

Welcome to the jungle. where Pacificorp hopes trees will soak
up C02 emissions from its coal plants. as this ad in the
Portland Oregonian says.

down, putting the jobs of 700 workers ar
risk. Rather than allow this to happen,
the Washington Legislature gave the
company a $130 million subsidy tax
break, with the personal blessing of Vice
President Al Gore.
·
But Cascadia Times has learned that
Pacificorp did not provide
the
Legislature with information showing

Pacificorp did not provide the Legislature
with information showing the plant was in ,
fact profitable. accordlnq to an economic
study of the facility done by the·
Environment Protection Agency.
deaths of perhaps 100 Puget Sound residents every year due to particulate matter and sulfur dioxide emissions.
This year, the Environmental
Protection Agency finally ordered
Pacificorp to install scrubbers at the
plant. Rather than pay the cost itself,
Pacificorp complained about the cost of
scrubbers and threatened to shut it

that the plant was in fact profitable,
according to an economic study of the
facility done by the Environment
Protection Agency.
Cascadia limes obtained a copy of
the study through Freedom of
Information Act, despite Pacificorp's
protests that its contents were proprietary. The study indicates Pacificorp may

have underestimated the value of its
power by 20 percent - a difference large
enough to persuade lawmakers to
believe that a subsidy was necessary to
save 700 jobs.
1
Pacificorp had told the Legislature
that it would lose $187 million if it had to
pay for the scrubbers. But an economic
consultant to the EPA, after examining
Pacificorp financial records, noted a significant discrepancy. Pacificorp had supplied altogether different numbers to the
Washington Utilities and Transportation
Commission, and even a third set of
numbers to the Oregon Public Utilities
Commission.
In light of numbers given the
WUTC, the consultant concluded that
"the plant retrofit is cost effective even
without the tax package." Pacificorp
instead will earn a $160 million profit,
after installing the scrubbers, plus another $130 million in tax benefits, for a total
profit of $290 million, Jim Lazar, the
economist, concluded.
The report said its analysis "indicates that the tax package is not necessary, as the value of the power is sufficient to justify the additional capital and
operating costs of the scrubbers."
But Pacificorp spokeswoman Anita
Marks explained the discrepancies by
saying the power costs are calculated
using complex formulas, and different
regulators may use differing formuas.
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If you're wondering whether the
Centralia subsidy might help reduce
greenhouse emissions, it won't. In fact, it
might have the opposite effect on global warming. First, Pacificorp will have to
run the plant harder to compensate for
power losses attributed to the scrubbers.
Moreover, the deal with Legislature was
structured in such a way as to discourage
the plant from closing down. Closure,
which would reduce C02 emissions by 5
million tons a year, is discouraged by the
deal, which requires Pacificorp to repay
the $130 million should closure occur.
Meanwhile, Pacificorp is asking the
Utah Legislature for more subsidies that
amount to $1.2 billion for coal plants in
that state. "They wane the ratepayers to
pay off all their bills on all the old coal
planes," says Eugene Rosolic of
orthwest Environmental Advocates, a
Portland group.
As the EPA study makes plain, coal
planes manufacture electricity very
cheaply - with hefty profit margins that
are much larger than those at nuclear and
natural gas facilities. The subsidies only
make the profits bigger.
"Yes, I think Pacificorp can profit,
and obviously means to do so," says
Eugene Coyle, a leading energy analyse
in California." First, coal is cheaper than
gas for producing electricity and that
edge will always buy a little cover, and
pay for taking any environmentalist's
abuse. In my view there will probably be
more coal plants built in the future than
most people expect. Especially if gas
prices rise, as they appear to be doing."
If you 're a consumer, you lose, adds
Greg Palast, a New York economist: "In
this case, Pacificorp's acquisition of
Peabody Coal holds particular dangers
for consumers. First, in 25 years of utility
investigation, I have found that utilities
simply cannot resist forcing their regulated companies co overpay for produces
from their own non-regulate operations.
While Utah and Oregon regulators will
have some protections in place, the case
of Peabody poses insurmountable problems. What if Pacificorp, one of the
biggest users of coal, overpays for coal
from an unaffiliated company - with
the effect of putting a floor under the
market for coal sold by Peabody. How in
the world can regulators track this? Prove
it? Prevent it?"

Playing the PR Card
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Ironically, Pacificorp's announcement of the Peabody takeover came last
June when nations in Europe were committing themselves to dramatic reductions in greenhouse gas emissions in
advance of a UN global warming summit
in Kyoto, Japan, in December.
The U.S. is going to the Kyoto summit with a proposal calling on developed
countries to reduce their emissions to
1990 levels by between 2008 and 2012,
with unspecified reductions in the five
years after that. "The problem is real,
and if we do not change our course now,
the consequences sooner or later will be
destructive," Clinton said in October.
"We must begin now to take out our

insurance policy on the future."
European leaders are demanding
more aggressive action: a 15 percent cut
by 2010. Japan has called for a 5 percent
cut by 2010.
But action by the U.S. is key, given
that while it has only one-twentieth of
the population, it produces almost onefifth of the pollution. Last month in
Bonn, Germany, a group of leading climate experts expressed serious concern
that corporate polluters like Pacificorp
might never reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. They claimed that without
reductions in emissions from industry
sources, the serious consequences of
continued increasing global warming
probably can't be avoided, according
to a report in The New York Times.
But Pacificorp - whose C02
emissions rank behind only the
Tennessee Valley Authority and
Texas Electric Utilities - argues
for a different approach, one with
a softer impact on its bottom line.
In addition co the project in Belize,
where it manages 120,000 acres of
endangered rain forest, Pacificorp
is investing another $1.7 million
in a Bolivian forestry project.
The company says both would
reduce C02 emissions by preserving land targeted for logging. It also will fund "Earth
Stewards," a Pacificorp
program providing grants
for community projects
that clean up the air,
and other similar
initiatives.
Finally, the company hopes the
U.S. will insti-

tute a market-based approach to reducing emissions.
In all, the projects offset about 1 percent of Pacificorp's total emissions, says
Bill Edmonds, a policy analyst for the
corporation. Edmonds says the projects
were designed to test the cost-effectiveness of offsetting C02 emissions, a sore
of "cheap insurance" against the risks
Pacificorp is posing for the planet.
Projects such as chose in Belize reduce
C02 emissions at a cost of about 60 cents
per ton, and in Bolivia the cost is 30-40
cents per ton. A similar project in the
U.S. might cost $2 to $5 per ton. "We're
pioneers in chis," Edmonds says. "I
really want to emphasize chat we
were first out of the block on these offset projects. We've been encouraged by
the face that they are cost effective."
While the gains are small, you would
never know chis from Pacificorp's advertising, which critics say attempts to
"greenwash" the corporate image.
Here's the text from one such ad,
published in August in the Portland
Oregonian: "Why in the world is
your electric company spending
time in the jungle?" the ad asks.
"By preserving the rain forest,
Pacific Power (a subsidiary) is
testing a strategy to off-t C02 emitted
by

cars and coal-fired power planes and other industries."
Rather than commit to real reductions in C02 emissions, Pacificorp is calling on someone else to do the job. Fred
Buckman, Pacificorp's CEO, in October
said the Clinton administration should
develop "a policy that is fair for all
nations and industries." The company
contends chat "imprudent timetables
could unnecessarily jeopardize the economic security of some nations with no
environmental benefit."
We expect the debate over global
warming to continue for some time, and
we plan to participate in the discussion,"
says Buckman. "But we must use what
we know today to implement effective
programs and refine our actions as understanding increases."
But the company's critics aren't buying it.
"Pacificorp should make its investments in sustainable energy resources,
not try to game the climate change problem with investments in more coal mines
and green ads about the jungle," says
Nancy Newell of the Oregon Green
Energy Coalition in Portland.

Playing the Global
Warming Card
Pacificorp, however, says that it is
making sizeable investments in renewables. For instance, it points to a 41megawatt wind project in Wyoming and
a deal to sell renewable power to
California residents. But will these
efforts contribute to a cleaner environment, or are they just part of Pacificorp's
global warming game plan?
The Wyoming project will be the
largest wind plant in the West outside
California, but its tiny output would
hardly replace the mammoth coal plants.
The power for California will be sold
through an intermediary, the Vermontbased
Green Mountain
Energy
Resources, and will come from a variety
of Pacificorp's "green" resources in the
West, including small scale hydro, geothermal and biomass, the company says.
Newell is among many who question the environmental benefits of the
Green Mountain deal. "The plants to
produce the 'green' electricity have been
paid for by Oregon ratepayers over the
years but the electricity will be sold at a
mark-up in California," she says.
Ironically, the deal could worsen air
quality both in Oregon and in California.
California is taxing its electric ratepayers
to pay for more renewable resources. If
Pacificorp and Green Mountain have
their way, the money will go to them.
Instead of building new renewable
resources, Pacificorp could play, once
again, its global warming card and generate more coal-fired power.
"People will suffer from increased
air pollution," she says, "as the power
sold to California is replaced with additional production from coal-fired plants."
Pacificorp wins again. Who's got
next?
•

The Genealogy of El Nino:
TurbulentWeather Pattern Has Human Lineage
Scientiststrace El Nino, called "The Child" because it has often appeared off the South
American coast around Christmas, to human causes. Could global warming be to blame?
by PatrickMazza

K

evin Trenberth is a pioneer in the
quest for El Nino, the weather
phenomenon that has had such an
impact on the world chis year. The
young atmospheric scientist began
unraveling EI Nino when he returned to
his New Zealand homeland with a
Ph.D. from MIT in the early '70s.
Fascinated with a phenomenon that
could bring drought to New Zealand
even as it was drenching Peru, he was
first to identify its pattern of occurring
every 4 to 7 years.
·
Lately, he has found disturbing
clues about the nature of the beast, and
what that might mean for the future of
civilization.
"We have to make intelligent
guesses based on our understanding that
certain things are apt to be changing,"
he says. "I think El Nino is one of
them. All we've got is a record which is
certainly less than we would like. But
that's what we've got to work with."
Though the record is short, spanning just 120 years, Trenberth says
something strange is obviously up.
Comparing roughly the first 100 years of
the record with the lase 20 years,
Trenberth found the earlier period to be
"relatively stable."
"If you take the first 20 years and
compare them with the second 20 years,
and the third, fourth and fifth, they
don't look greatly at odds with one
another. It's only in the last 20 years that
things seem to have been different."
Trenberth is among a growing cadre of
scientists who see more than nature at
work here.
"There is a human influence on El
Nino. I think El Ninos are caused by
global warming. What my result showed
was the degree of unusualness. This
indicates to me that something is going
on: climate change. And the main thing
we can point to is global warming."

Gathering Steam
In March 1997 a new El Nino
appeared in the equatorial Pacific, gathering turbulence at a race previously
unseen. This new El Nino arrived only
two years after the longest El Nino ever
documented, the oceanic warm spell
that lasted from 1990 to 1995, and 14
years after the most powerful EI Nino of
the lase 500 years, the 1982-83 event
that brought climatic mayhem around

This chart. produced by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and published on its web site
(http,//www.ogp.noaa.gov/enso/). shows the spread of warm water toward the eastern Pacific on June 6. The effect has intensified
significantly since then.

the plant.
It is no secret chat "The Child" has
been behaving quite strangely over the
last 20 years. El Nino is how the tropical
Pacific, which contains the world's
warmest patch of ocean, discharges heat
that has built up. EI Ninos are often followed by their cool-water counterpart,
La Nina. But for the last 20 years a
warmer-than-normal Pacific has been in
an El Nino state much of the time, with
only one La Nina of any size.
"Historically, before 1976 La Nifias
and EI Ninos occurred with about the
same frequency," says Richard
Gammon, a climate-ocean scientist at
the University of Washington. "You can
think of El Nino and La Nina as the
tick-tock. Lately, it looks like we've
been having more ticks than tocks."
All three of those record-breaking
El Ninos came during a 20-year period
that was itself unprecedented during the
time humans have been keeping track
of the EI Nino Southern Oscillation, or

ENSO, the proper scientific name for
the phenomenon.
Trenberth and fellow atmospheric
scientist Timothy Hoar - both work at
the National Center for Atmospheric
Research in Boulder, Colo. - checked
the changes against their statistical models and concluded that such a sequence
is likely to occur in nature only once in
2,000 years.
They wrote in the peer-reviewed
Geophysical Research Letters, "Is this
pattern of change a manifestation of
global warming or natural variation? We
have shown that the latter is highly
unlikely."
Trenberth acknowledges many scientists are far more reticent to connect
changes in El Ninos with humanity's
greenhouse emissions. "I'm probably
pushing the limits on this issue," he
says.
Scientists have questioned
Trenberth and Hoar's conclusions
because only a short statistical track of

El Nino is available. They used the
record kept at Darwin, Australia, since
1882. (Darwin and Tahiti are the reverse
poles of the ENSO cycle, so records
kept those places are the benchmark.)
Trenberth says added evidence
comes from the observed increase in sea
surface temperatures and precipitation
over land, which are consistent with
global warming scenarios.
But do other scientists agree with
the El Nino-Global Warming connection? Warren Washington, Climate
Division director for the National
Center for Atmospheric Research, says,
"Kevin's pretty careful. I wouldn't disagree."
Nicholas Graham, a climate-ocean
researcher at Scripps Oceanographic
Laboratory, says he takes Trenberth 's
odds with "a grain of sale." Nonetheless,
he adds, "Things are leaning toward
Kevin's analysis. It's pretty darned
unusual to have it warm so long. What
we've seen in recent years does look
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like what we see in a global warming
scenario. More things seem to add up in
agreement."
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Climate to a Rolling
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IfTrenberth's suspicions are correct, and humanity's greenhouse emissions are breeding an increasingly ferocious ENSO cycle, climate change will
mean far more than more short-sleeve
days. Scientists foresee a planet rocked
by turbulent and changing weather,
oceans and atmosphere brought to the
climatic version of a rolling boil by global heating. We are toying with forces we
poorly understand, and the results
might be a destablization of the climate
humanity has known throughout
recorded history.
Changes in El Nino have profound
implications for people around the
world. As the seasons are the major
annual weather cycle, ENSO is the
planet's biggest year-to-year cycle. El
Nino reshapes rainfall patterns around
the earth, so regions that have been dry
could become wet, and vice versa. This
year's droughts and rainforest fires
across Southeast Asia and Amazonia,
and killer storms, floods and mudslides
ravaging Mexico and the west coast of
South American, might become more
the rule than the exception. Entire
regions could see beloved natural features radically altered, and economies
shaken to their root.
An intensifying El Nino may be
the primary means through which
increased greenhouse warming is
absorbed and transmitted around the
planet. Most solar radiation enters the
planet in the tropics, and nowhere more
than the tropical Pacific. It absorbs heat
at the surface, releases it in tropical
rainstorms, and sends it toward the
poles through winds and ocean currents.
El Nino occurs when this tropical
Pacific "heat machine" is running
strongest. The high rev at which the
machine has been running in recent
years is responsible for the record
warming on land, computer climate
modeling shows.
Computer climate simulations are
also showing El Nino-like conditions
becoming more the norm under the
impact of increased greenhouse gases.
Says Graham, "Climate models that
include increasing amounts of gr_eenhouse gases also show an accelerated
tropical heat machine."
Similar connections are being noted
by some of the world's most prestigious
scientific bodies.
As the U.S. Global Change
Research Program recently said, " ... the
fact that there will now be two '100year' events during the past 15
years ... raises obvious questions about
whether global warming may be affecting the ENSO cycle."
The Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC), representing
over 2,000 of the world's top climate scientists, in 1995 concluded there is now
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Until 1975. El Ninos_ shown by the upward peaks in thi_~ chart-were
followed by La Nifias of approximately equal force.
But since 1975. strong El Ninos and relatively weak La Nmas have been the rule.

overwhelming evidence acts of humanity are warming the planet. IPCC noted
a· growing number of strange weather
events, among them the long early '90s
El Nino, are possible evidence the
plant is getting warmer.Science has a
term for the human impact on climate:
"anthropogenic forcing." Severe events
are commonly known as "acts of God."
But science is now seeing the hand of
humanity. The climate has become rife
with demonstrably odd events, and scientists are giving very strong odds we
have had something to do with it.

telltale signs of past disturbances
embedded in corals - caking cores
much as is done with polar ice. But that
will require some advances in research
techniques.
"It is an almost mindboggling effort
to get a core that goes back 200 years,"
notes Nathan Mantua, a University of
Washington climate-ocean researcher.
The more reliable ice cores do set a
context, says Nicholas Graham, a cli-

CI ues from a Longer
Record
Though detailed statistical records
of ENSO have been kept for a little
over a century, a fairly reliable picture
nearly five centuries back can be
inferred from the writings of Spanish
explorers and colonists. Trenberth did
not use the longer, five-century annals
because they are anecdotal rather than
statistical.
But two Oregon State University
oceanographers, William H. Quinn and
Victor T. Neal, did - reconstructing a
record of El Ninos back to 1525. They
found El Ninos recurring about once
every four years, seemingly confirming
Trenberth 's statistical work back in the
'70s. Quinn and Neal also identified
eight very strong ENSOs over that period through 1982-83, and concluded the
latest was the strongest on record. That
the 1997 El Nino nearly equals the
most powerful in history, and is coming
only 14 years later, is highly unusual in
the nearly five-century chronicle.
Only once did very strong El Ninos
come closer, the 14 years between the
events of 1877 and 1891. Other than
that, even throwing out the 150 years
without a very strong ENSO between
1578 and 1728, such events have come
on average only once every 42 years.
Scientists hope to extend a reliable, statistical record of ENSOs back
through the centuries by uncovering

mate-ocean researcher at Scripps
Oceanographic Laboratory. In cores
over most of the past five centuries, scientists can detect an annual layer being
deposited. But warm temperatures
appear to have melted away that annual
signal in recent decades.
"This suggests very strongly that
the mid-'70s to early '90s were the
warmest temperatures in the last 500
years," Graham says. That conclusion
resonates with the IPCC finding that
the 20th century "is at least as warm as
any other century since 1400 A.O.," as
far back as reliable data is available.

How El Nino Works
To understand what El Nino does
- and can potentially do - think of a
giant heat pump in the tropical western
Pacific, a place as remote as anywhere
from the centers of civilization.
Normally, the western Pacific the world's warmest pool of ocean water
- runs the heat machine and sends
heat high toward the trans-Pacific
winds. The heat finally sinks in the
eastern Pacific off South America,where
it creates high air pressure at the surface. The atmosphere balances itself
with winds that blow along the equator.
The famous trade winds also push
warm water west, bringing cool, deep
water up to the surface. This is how
the eastern Pacific stays cool even as
the heat machine revs in the west.
But the "equatorial he;t reservoir,"
as El Nino research pioneers Mark
Cane and Stephen Zebiak call it, reaches the full level every few years. The
ocean releases the excess energy
through El Nino.
"What drives ENSO is the accumulated heat in the upper ocean,"
Gammon says. "The whole equatorial
region, five degrees north to five
degrees south, fills up with heat and
then dumps it. It does this in a natural
cycle."
As the heat reservoir fills, the warm
pool grows outward. The heat spreads
toward the center of the Pacific and
blunts the trade winds. Warm water
rushes east, piling on top of an
upwelling of cooler water and blocking
its cooling influence. The central and
eastern Pacific becomes cloudy and
rainy while the west dries out.
Global wind and rainfall patterns
organize themselves around the Pacific
warm pool. When the pool expands
during El Nino, circulation patterns follow. The tropical belt warms up a couple of degrees. India, Southeast Asia,
Australia, Northeast Brazil and parts of
Africa are commonly afflicted with
drought. North America from California
to the U.S. Southeast grows wetter,

carbon dioxide in the atmosphere has
unknowns regarding natural variations.
grown by 30 percent. Other powerful
The scientific method demands
greenhouse gases have also increased,
experiments with results that can be
for instance, methane by 145 percent
repeated. For climate scientists, the
and nitrous oxide by 15 percent.
experiments take place in computer
"We may only be up 30 percent in
models. And though some models are
terms of COZ," Epstein notes, "but we
showing an ENSO-climate change conmay
be
up
50-60
percent
in
terms
of
nection, many are not. In fact, for a long
Scientists commonly refer to the
global warming potential of all the
time, important global climate models
ocean as the memory bank of the cligreenhouse gases."
produced no ENSOs at all.
mate system. The ocean far more than
Scientists are asking whether an
Climate models have problems simthe atmosphere is where the planet
ocean locked into a permanent ElNifio- ulating varying phenomena such as
stores the long-term record of climatic
like state might become a platform for
ENSO. Detecting the fingerprint of
events. So could the oceans, particularly
even more intense El Ninos.
human activities in natural variations is
the Pacific, our largest and warmest
Says Meehl, "When you have a pat- · one of the most difficult problems modocean, have reached a critical threshold
tern
that already looks like El Nino
elers face. Global climate models also
in the past 20 years?
from a climate change and you put an El have particular difficulties simulating
If the mid-Pacific is hinged just a
Nino that's happening anyway on top of
the behavior of clouds and the upper
couple of degrees below El Nino condithat, then you're going to get even more ocean, two natural phenomena central to
tions, won't raising the general back- severe effects in terms of droughts and
El Nino.
ground temperature a degree or so tend
floods in various places."
Scientists believe it is just a matter
to push· the ocean into El Ninos more
One indication that the ENSO
of time before computer models are
often? Or perhaps, as in the last 20 years
cycle will grow more intense, at least in
good enough to let them come to a
when it appears the equatorial heat
the
short-run,
came
from
Mark
Cane
more definitive consensus on ENSO
reservoir is filling more quickly and
and his group. They found that both
and climate change. Each of the 15
staying filled longer, nearly constantly?
western and eastern Pacific surface temmajor modeling groups in the world is
"It worries me that the pattern of
peratures have warmed over the 20th
working on the problem.
weakened winds and warmer-than-norcentury.
Significantly,
the
west
picked
With relatively short records to go
mal waters is happening more and more
up about one degree more than the east, on, scientists are also concerned about
frequently," University of Washington
which makes for a stronger cycle. More
gaps in their knowledge of longer-term
climate-ocean scientist Richard
intense warming could make for a
climate variations. One especially causes
Gammon says. "It seems quite reasonstronger
snap-back
into
the
cool
phase
scientists hesitancy in connecting changable that this is the way the world is
when it occurs.
ing ENSOs to global warming - the
going to respond to global warming."
That the one major La Nina in the
Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO),
"The world's oceans may indeed be
last 20 years, in 1988, was one of the
which is produced by a huge flywheel
the main repository for the past centustrongest
of
the
century
is
thus
regarded
current that spins clockwise in the
ry's global warming, and the changes in
as evidence the ENSO cycle is being
North Pacific. While ENSO typically
El Nino may signal instability in the
driven harder by global warming.
completes its cycle every 4-7 years,
dynamics of the climate system as a
Perhaps the most frightful computer
PDO takes up to 70.
whole," says public health physician
simulations
of
the
oceans
under
the
Mantua, lead author of a recent
Paul Epstein, associate director of
greenhouse effect show disruptions in
retreats.
paper synthesizing various studies of
Harvard Medical School's Center for
All these studies show a strong
the general pattern of ocean currents of
PDO, says it "is an ENSO-like climate
Health and the Global Environment.
which El Nino is a part.
cause-and-effect relationship between a
pattern important to the entire Pacific
Epstein is concerned about the connecwarming ocean and warming continents.
basin. PDO impacts on North American
tion between 'global warming and El
To put it another way, the studies point
climate are quite similar to those attribNino, since both influence the distribuuted to El Nino."
to El Nino as a primary manifestation of
tion of infectious diseases.
PDO has been in a warm phase
global warming, a major route through
University of Washington climate
which
increased
solar
radiation
trapped
since
1976. Two scientists wrote in
scientist Conway Leovy does issue one
- by greenhouse gases is being absorbed
Science last February that an influx of
caution - the relationship between
warmer waters from the north could and distributed around the earth. Said
increasing El Ninos and warming sea
El Ninos are the mode through
Ngar-Cheung Lau of the Geophysical
have produced the persistent tropical
surface temperatures may not be comwhich the ocean discharges built-up
Fluid Dynamics Laboratory in
ocean warming of the '90s.
pletely straightforward. El Nifio's couldheat, and humans are warming the planPrinceton, N.J., "The tropical Pacific
But, says Trenberth, "The pattern
and-rain heat machine depends on difet and oceans. Those facts alone make a
associated
with the so-called PDO is
ferences between ocean and air temper- seems to be the 'pacemaker' for the
powerful argument humans are intensientire system."
very similar to that associated with El
atures, he explains. As the air grows
fying ENSO.
Nino and long-term trends (such as
warmr, the temperature at which the
"There is a strong physical case,"
heat machine kicks on may incrase over
Warren Washington says. "And I think if global warming). There's no basis for
separating out the PDO."
the current 82 degrees. That could limit
you talk to a lot of scientists they would
While science aims at overwhelmthe spread of El Nino conditions somethink that's the case.
ing
certainty,
percentages look different
what.
But, emphasize Washington and
when
you're
playing
with a loaded gun.
At the same time, Gammon note,
other researchers, science is far from a
In
Russian
Roulette,
the odds are only
"The global warming forcing is
consensus
on
the
relationship
of
ENSO
One computer climate model run
16.66 percent you'll blow yourself away.
strongest in the tropics. We're really
by Gerald Meehl and Warren
and global warming, let alone whether
No policymaker or politician would
heating up the tropical ocean more than
these past 20 years of ENSO are a globWashington of the National Center for
want to be accused of playing Russian
the higher latitude ocean right now. So
al warming signal.
Atmospheric Research does show the
Roulette with the climate. Yet it appears
it's driving the system harder."
"What
we
have
is
a
lot
of
circumPacific Ocean under the greenhouse
we are running significantly worse odds
Scientists have generated convincstantial evidence," says Nathan Mantua,
effect coming to look much like a perthat we are already severely upsetting
ing evidence that the increased heat in
manent El Nino. They published their
whose research focuses on the Pacific.
our
climate, let alone threatening to disthe tropical Pacific is the source of the
El Ninos and ocean temperatures "are
conclusions iii Nature in July 1996.
turb
it in ways that are nearly inconceivrecord heat on land since the 1980s In their model, Meehl and
increasing in a way that is predicted as a
able.
particularly in the high northern hemiWashington gradually increase the
response to increased greenhouse gases.
The increasing presence and ferocisphere, where temperatures have
Those things point in the direction conamount of carbon dioxide in the atmosry
of
El Ninos may constitute the single
increased the most on earth.
sistent with the idea that climate change.
phere till it doubles over the current
most
powerful proof that humans are
Science Magazine reported in 1994,
is
making
El
Nino
more
intense.
But
it's
level in around 70 years. They looked at
"Some climate researchers suspect that
_ not quite a bullet-proof statement at this disrupting the climate. Whether we can
years 56-75 of the model. Under the
recognize the danger and act on it may
heat was an early sign of global warming
resulting greenhouse warming, the trade time."
be
the single clearest indicator whether
from greenhouse gases. If so, and if the
winds slacken while the eastern Pacific
Scientists have a couple of major
human
civilization can indeed respond
studies by the computer modelers are
problems coming to a "smoking gun"
warms. Rainfall increases and an El
to the challenges posed by global clicorrect, the tropical Pacific may be a key Nino-like heat machine kicks on.
conclusion about humanity's impact on
mate change.
link in the mechanism of climate change
ENSO - problems in the models and
The IPCC notes that since 1750,
from one decade to the next."

since the warm pool pulls a branch of
the jet stream with its storm track far
south of its "normal" course.

The Greenhouse Ocean

One team of researchers, Arun
Kumar, Ants Leetmaa and Ming Ji of
the National Meteorological Center in
Camp Spring, Md., fed the observed
increase. in tropical Pacific sea surface
temperatures into a global climate model. "They found that it produced a
warming on land in much the same
places and at the same seasons as the
warming observed in the 1980s, especially North America," Science reported.
Other studies have connected
warmer tropical oceans with retreats
seen in mountain glaciers around the
world, such as already been seen at
Glacier National Park in Montana.
NOAA's Climate Diagnostics Center
reports that when the observed increase
in sea surface temperatures was plugged
into a model, it accurately simulated the

But Is There a
"Smoking Gun''?

The Forecast: A
Turbulent Future

GROUND
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Has the Forest Service Seen the Light?

Kathie Durbin

by Kathie Durbin

I

know it happened, because I was
there. In fact, I asked the question.

At the annual conference of the
Society of Environmental Journalists,
held last month in Tucson, Forest
Service Chief Mike Dombeck was
asked to predict the future of the timber sale program on the national forest
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system. He wouldn't venture numbers.
But he did tell an audience of hundreds: "We're going to revert back to a
light touch on the land. We may be a
decade away from looking at singletree removal ... I really see us moving
away from the era of large clearcuts.
Society has told us that." Empty
rhetoric, you say? Consider recent
events here in the Northwest, and in
Washington, D.C.:
In October Siskiyou National
Forest Supervisor Mike Lunn
announced that he would cancel logging on five units of the controversial
China Left timber sale and pay the
purchaser, Rough and Ready Lumber
Co. of Cave Junction, Ore., $400,000
for the uncut trees. Lunn said he was
convinced that logging of those units,
located in steep terrain with unstable
soils, would threaten critical coho
spawning habitat in Sucker Creek.
Coho runs in southwestern Oregon
were listed as threatened last June,
even as logging along Sucker Creek
was underway.
China Left, one of the bad old
sales left over from the 1980s, had
been the target of forest road blockades and arrests since last fall.
Unfortunately, 86 percent of the magnificent old-growth stands in the sale
area were logged before Lunn called a
halt to the destruction.
In July, the Bellingham, Wash.based Northwest Ecosystem Alliance
and other Washington groups persuaded the Forest Service to adopt a conservationist-backed
plan for protecting
old-growth forests, roadless areas and
critical fish and wildlife habitat in the
Gifford Pinchot National Forest.
Reversing an earlier plan, G-P
Supervisor Ted Stubblefield agreed to
follow the recommendation of a broadbased advisory group and sharply
reduce the volume of timber taken
from the 143,000-acre Cispus Adaptive
Management Area, which covers two
major watersheds in Southwest
Washington.
Since July, Forest Service supervisors in Washington have withdrawn
four large timber sales - two on the
Gifford Pinchot and one each on the
Wenatchee and Okanogan national
forests - under appeal, 1n each case

the Northwest Ecosystem Alliance
argued that the proposed logging violated the agency's own standards.
A couple of years ago, on the
Siuslaw National Forest in coastal
Oregon, Supervisor Jim Furnish
embarked on an ambitious project to
close or obliterate hundreds of miles of
logging roads, with the ultimate goal of
reducing road density on the 620,000acre forest by two-thirds. The Siuslaw,
home to high populations of spotted
owls, marbled murrelets and coho
salmon, was once one of the
Northwest's major timber producers.
It's nearly out of the timber sale business now. Instead it's spending $1.2
million annually, roughly 10 percent of
its total budget, to remove roads.
At the time, Furnish 's initiative
attracted little notice inside the
Beltway, But U.S. Agriculture
Secretary Dan Glickman, Dombeck's
boss, recently announced that the
Forest Service will embark on a massive project to close many of the
380,000 miles of logging roads cha: scar
our national forests and bleed sediment into streams. Many of the
decommissioned roads will be turned
into hiking trails.
To his credit, Dombeck has taken
a clear-headed stand on the volatile
issues surrounding salvage logging and
forest health. "The words 'forest
health' have become unnecessarily value laden and incorrectly-characterized

to imply 'log it to save it,"' he told a
hostile House Resources subcommittee last March. Truly restoring forest
health will require an array of tools,
including prescribed fire, thinning of
dense stands, noxious weed management and stream bank improvements,
Dombeck said. To restore the public's
trust, he added, the Forest Service
should focus on those activities, limiting salvage logging to less controversial
areas and avoiding stream banks, roadless areas and old-growth stands.
Of course, most of the agency's
operating budget for everything from
trail restoration to wildlife monitoring
still comes from timber sale receipts.
That will have to change if the agency
hopes to make serious inroads into
repairing damaged forests damaged by
past management. Prescribed burns,
reforestation and thinning of noncommercial trees cost money. Will
Congress ante up?
"I'm not sure the fact we can't
afford it is a valid argument,"
Dombeck said in a recent interview.
"Sometimes you've got to make
investments in land. Last year we
spent $900 million fighting wildland
fire. If we could reduce that by even
10 percent ... a $90 million investment in forest health would have a
tremendous impact."
Dombeck, a fisheries biologist by
training, believes in the importance of
protecting and restoring watersheds.

But he sees forest management in the
late 1990s as a social issue. That's why
he's spending a lot of time in cities,
trying to build an urban constituency
for the national forest system. And
that's why he believes the future of the
national forests lies not in selling timber but in "collaborative stewardship"
of forested watersheds. He may be
naive, but there's no doubting his sincerity when he says, "Let the land tell
us what's good for the land."
Zero Cut on the national forests
may not become reality in our lifetimes. But given the new attitude at
the top, the time is clearly right for the
Oregon Natural Resources Council to
reinvigorate its wilderness protection
mission with a new "Oregon Wild"
campaign. The time is right to push for
permanent protection of places like the
proposed Copper Salmon Wilderness
Area, a priceless coastal s,~_lmon and
cutthroat trout sanctuary 'on the North
Fork of Oregon's Elk River, which
came within a whisker of being logged
urrder the 1995-96 timber salvage rider
(and, like China Left, was halted by
Siskiyou Forest Supervisor Mike
Lunn).
The time is right for President
Clinton and the Congress to institute a
formal policy prohibiting logging in
roadless areas throughout the national
forest system. Even the Washington Post
says so. In an August 19 edito~ial,. the
Post declared: "We are at a point in the
exploitation of this resource where the
duty of the government is to preserve
what remains."
Don't count on the Forest Service
to implement this change on its own.
In an agency this big, this decentralized and this tradition-bound, change
never happens in a straight-line trajectory. As long as timber beasts still ~ule
some regions, forests and ranger dis-.
trices, we can expect the Forest Service
to continue taking one step backward
for every two steps forward. Bad sales
are still going forward. Ancient forests
are being clearcut. The agency is hiding behind vague forest health prescriptions and its ecosystem management mantra to justify entering roadless areas that should never be logged.
But leadership does matter.
Dombeck is saying things environmentalists never thought they'd hea,r a
Forest Service chief say. And at least
on some forests, supervisors seem to
be listening. For the first time in a
long time, some forest managers are
setting aside their knee-jerk defensiveness, taking a second look at their bad
decisions, and acting to correct them
before it's too late.

Kathie Durbin can be reached at
akdurbin@aol.com
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the evaluation presented
ate Impacts Group of the
yof\Vashington Joint Institute
Study of Atmosphere and Ocean
~l . A()) in a regional climate change
tonference it cosponsored with the
White House this past July.
The group, bringing a global climate model used by Germany's Max
Planck Institute for Meteorology down
to regional scale, projects big trouble for
a water-dependent region.
Rivers will be hard pressed to meet
competing demands for hydropower,
irrigation water and stream flows for
fish. Forests will face more severe fires,
pest infestations
and diseases,
and
could well disappear from drier areas.
The region would grow two to three
degrees Fahrenheit hotter by 2020, and
4.5 degrees
by 2050. Says Nathan
Mantua, a JISAO climate scientist,
"Those temperature changes are essentially the average or typical El Nino
response in the Pacific Northwest. With
a warmer season from December to
May, average climate change looks like
El Nino."
The 2050 scenario could shift the
climate belt north, so Seattle could
resemble Eugene today, and Eugene
tomorrow could feel much like Santa
Rosa now. While that might seem pleasant, it would be just the average condition in a warming world subject to
increasing climatic extremes. The normal cycle of El Nino and La Nina are
expected to continue and perhaps grow
more intense.
With the normal cycle superimposed on top of a condition that already
looks like El Nino, "We are really taking our climate to a new place, Mantua
notes. "The ecosystems are not going to
be able to adjust so well. That kind of
change has not been experienced in 'this
region probably for thousands of years."
Compounding the difficulty, many
of the changes humans have made in
the region since the beginning of white
settlement have wrung resiliency out of
ecosystems.. Clearcutting,
dams and
development
have diminished
the
capacity of forests and fisheries
to
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' Climate
Atmospheric Adrninis
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Ninos are associated with'
thdry north condition. High se·
temperatures in the tropical Paci
Indian Oceans change wind pa
·
bringing storms to the south and drying.
out the north. Based on 100 years of
rainfall records, the center found a
"north-south
seesaw of precipitation
pivoting near 40 degrees north," or
roughly parallel with Cape Mendocino.
With oceans warming and El Ninos
becoming more frequent, the seesaw
could tip to drought conditions in the
Northwest more often.
But nature's swings are wide and
unpredictable. El Ninos can cause
drought in both north and south as in
1976-77, or bring drenching rains to
both as in 1982-83. I( climate change
tips the balance toward a wet south,
ancient
Lake Lahontan,
of which
Pyramid Lake is a small remnant, could
grow to its former size and make
Nevada a great fishing spot. Great Salt
Lake could inundate Utah and once
again become Lake Bonneville. If rainfall levels of the 1982-83 El Nino were
sustained over the long-term, reappear-
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flows," notes Amy
Climate
Impact
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pollutants
ing t

tri
milli
Columb
trouble.
Under globa
freezing level will be
JISAO scenario holds, it
climbed
1,500-3,000
feet by 2050.
University of Washington atmospheric
scientist Robert Fleagle projects that a
six-degree temperature increase, well
within scenarios for the later 21st centuwould reduce the overall area covsnowpack by 40 percent. In a
inter situation, more water
winter months. In
uld be

f't

west

per capita energy consumption in
world heavily relies on precipitation to
feed hydropower in the ColumbiaSnake drainage. Even under JISAO's
warm-wet-winter
scenario, basin rain
and snowfall is expected to decrease 10
percent.
The Columbia-Snake
hydro-system now has a 96-percent record of reliably meeting both firm and non-firm
energy requirements. By 2020, the system would be reliable for firm requirements only 89 percent of the time, and
by 2050 82 percent.
About the only advantage warming
will bring is reduced winter heating
needs. At the same time, air conditioners will be running harder and longer in

ways to adjust.
tougher time. JISAO
ow climate change will
impact the minimum flow standards for
fish set by National Marine Fisheries
Service in 1995. McNary Dam, now
adequate only 85 percent of the time,
under the climate change scenario drops
to 76 percent in 2020. Lower Granite
plummets from 81 percent at present to
47 percent in 2020.
Ironically, El Nino-like stream
ditions projected by JISAO
flows and warmi
g;
.
, and
mate , 'rnuch of the
a man's historic stream and
estuarine habitat in the past century and
a half. In many ways, human actions
have forced semi-permanent changes to
the salmon landscape that parallel those
typically associated with climate variability," notes a study by Robert C.
Francis
of the Fisheries
Research
Institute in which Mantua participated.
With a big difference, Francis adds.
"EI Nino ... generally impacts precipitation and streamflows over the course of
a single year, while the construction of a
hydropower
dam alters streamflows
from decades to centuries."
Put natural variability together with
human-caused stresses, and it becomes
"an issue of grave concern for the sus-

m............................._
tainability
of salmon
populations,"
Francis et al write. They add that
human-caused
global
warming
is
"expected to lead to rapid changes in the
climate system over the next . few
decades
and centuries. Can Pacific
salmon
adapt
to
new
climatic
regimes? .... populations that are presently stressed by occupying unhealthy, marginal or fragmented habitat will likely
face more acute threats of extinction ... "
Northward movement of the climate belt means salmon in Oregon and
Washington will find themselves in conditions faced by their counterparts in
California.
"How
fast can salmon adapt?
Salmon
have
shown
remarkable
resilience,
but they have been under
attack by development," Mantua notes.
"It seems unlikely they are going to
respond well to rapid climate change."

Fish at Sea
The latest El Nino with its - warm
seas has produced some unusual and
bizarre fish catches off the coasts of
Oregon and Washington - mahi-mahi,
marlin, barracuda,
tropical lizard fish,
species that usually stay far to the south.:
Commercial fishermen in Newport, Ore.
have been selling tuna dockside, instead
of the usual salmon.
For the region's iconic fish, the
warm waters
are bad news.
Th
upwelling currents which bring nu
ems that build the food chain are
down. When salmon hit the ocea
have a tougher time finding foo
the warm water brings more of
mies north. The whopper
1982-83 particularly
clo.
runs. If global warming
like conditions in the
more the
norm, as some sere
lieve it will,
many salmon run
or hard times.
For the ov
oast, the situation may b
plex. Mantua has
docume
long-term natural
cycle
the Pacific
Decadal
o·
DO) has mirror impacts on
lrnon runs. Associated with a
re · spinning clockwise in the
oith Pacific that switches between
warm and cool phases every 10-30 years, the warm phase favors Alaska runs while
producing less favorable years in Oregon
and Washington.
That has been the situation over last
20 years, a warm phase of PDO. But this
warm El Nino year has seen some major
Alaska runs drop to far below normal,
while others are yielding very large fish.

Forests
For forests a rapid shift of the climate band north in latitude and higher
in elevation means new stresses on top
of those already brought by humans.
"Forest ecosystems are not expected to shift as intact communities,"
Snover notes. The east slopes of the
Cascades "are likely to become inhospitable to forests in the future."
of
Jerry
Franklin,
University
Washington forestry professor and an

ancient
forest research pioneer, says
forests west of the Cascades will shift
upward, while many forests east of the
Cascades will likely be replaced by
steppe and grassland.
Franklin
says
global warming will impact forests primarily through increased disturbances.
Forest fires will bum more frequently and with greater intensity.
Thirsty trees will be more susceptible to
disease and pests. Warmer temperatures
will let pests such as balsam woody
aphid climb to higher altitudes.
But not all forests are equal.
"Responses will be slow and muted,
especially for older forests, because they
are relatively tolerant to change and can
adapt somewhat to new environments,"
Franklin reports.
Newer forests, especially when they
have a lot of seedlings, are most inclined
to fall victim to the stresses brought by
climate change. And, notes Snover, the
monocultures common to industrial tree
farms "are particularly vulnerable to outbreaks of pests and diseases."
Timber interests have lately been
pushing short rotation forestry as a way
to sop up carbon from the atmosphere.
Franklin says they have it wrong - short
rotation forestry adds carbon to the
e. It is intact, old forests that
n, and the Northwest's forests
r world-class biomass have
ificance in this regard.
e forests of the Pacific
west sequester more carbon per
~than any other kind of ecosystem in
he world," Franklin says.

World sea levels, already up 4-10
inches over the past century, are projected to add 3 more inches by 2020, 8 by
2050 and 20 by 2100. Sea levels are
expected to continue rising for hundreds
of years as higher temperatures melt ice
caps and work their way through the
deep oceans.This is expected to be of
the longest-term
impacts of global
warming.
If global warming makes El Nin.olike ocean conditions more common,
this could increase sea levels yet more.
The 1982-83 El Nino added half a foot
to a foot to the ocean as it lapped against
the Northwest coast.
"Severe. storms leading to extreme _
erosion events have often coincided with
El Nino events ... ," Snover notes. "Sandy
beaches throughout
Oregon and in
Southwest Washington
are especially
vulnerable to erosion."
Higher sea levels also pose threats
of landslides, flooding (with a higher
base for storm surges); eradication of
wetlands, and saltwater incursions into
freshwater aquifers. The Puget Sound,
which is already geologically subsiding,
is expected to be hard hit. Warmer water
is associated with oyster decline and the
spread of spartina in Willapa Bay.
"While future climate change is
unlikely to supersede these effects,"
Snover says, "it represents an additional
stress to systems already under a great
deal of development and population
pressure."

•

Parallels in India
To the editor:
We may see parallels in India with
the "Misplaced Blame" which Alan
Durning and Christopher Crowther
describe in the pages of Cascadia Times
("Roots and Consequences of Cascadia's
Runaway Growth," Nov. 97 CT).
As we move from the eroding natural base of the northwest region in
North America to the absolute poverty
of India, indicators are stark - easily
seen from a distance.
Try to imagine a Pacific Northwest
in which every natural resource potential is fully engaged by humans for their
use. Imagine that the people and their
decision-makers fervently believe the
one true way to provide sustenance for
their ever growing numbers is economic
growth.
Given the limited Earth resources
available for exploitation, maximum
effort produces a respectable economic
growth rate - 3 percent. Economic
growth has had its benefits: Given a
governmental effort to spread the benefits of economic growth among all people, the average family size in India has
declined by nearly half, that is, to 3. 7
children in the life time of each female.
At the same time in one state within
India, Kerala, maximum effort was put
into increasing the welfare of their citizens even at the cost of economic
growth. Result: The economic growth
rate in Kerala has been a mere 0.3 percent.
On the other hand, the moms and
dads have enjoyed much higher life
quality. For example, females survive 15
years longer in Kerala than in India. In
the milieu of the good life, moms and
dads have chosen small completed families - 1.8 children in the life time of
each female. The per capita income in
Kerala and in all India is the same, very
low. Do not conclude that economic
growth is a sin: it appears irrelevant.
The difference is in the sharing of quality of life in a culture with matrilineal
traditions (Kerala) as compared to patrilineal traditions (India) when Earth
resources are limited.

Will Alexander
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401
http://wwwjadski.com/ferp

Sympto1ns Are Not
the Real Problem
To the editor:
Thank you for printing (Vol. 3, No.
4) at least most of my letter regarding
symptoms and the basic problem.
I respect your right to disagree with
what I said. But I repeat, "Too much
consumption" 'your heading' is not the
problem. Rather, it is a very noticeable,
easy-to-speak-of, raise-no-hackles statement of a major symptom of the problem.
For example, on the cover: "Our
growing gasoline habit." True enough,
but why? It is because you and I are
using more gasoline? Or is it, at least in
part, because there are many, many

more people in our area now?
I believe the basic populationgrowth trend is the real problem, with
gasoline consumption rates as only one
of its symptoms. Until that problem is
solved, the related symptoms will not go
away!

Henry Stewart
Milwaukie, OR

Dam Removal an
Unnecessary Sacrifice
To the editor:
To improve our river fish habitats, it
is not necessary to remove dams, and for
everybody to make sacrifices. In fact,
two efficient and cost-saving methods
are available to accomplish this important goal: (1) Curtailing the widespread
waste of hydroelectricity, and (2) using
natural gas as heating fuel in place of
electricity. The reduced power demand
would permit large quantities of water
now running through turbines to be
used for fish habitat enhancements
instead.
Both processes will save, rather
than cost, consumers money, simultaneously improving the comfort and reliability offered by heating systems which
no longer rely on a single source of more
expensive and less reliable electricity.
Waste of electricity is vividly
demonstrated by thousands of highpower light fixtures which are carelessly
left "on" in bright daylight.
Still greater waste results from the
use of electricity to heat space and
water. Natural gas can do the job twice
as well, at much lower costs.
This is especially true if electric
heat is produced from power generated
by gas-fired power plants. They typically convert only about half the fuel's
energy into electricity, while consumers'
gas heaters are nearly twice as efficient.
They are also much less expensive to
operate, and emit much less pollution
than power plants. In Oregon, a therm
produced from natural gas costs about
65 cents; from electricity $1.10 to $1.45.
For the cost of a typical 450 MW
gas turbine plant, all Oregon consumers
who do not now have access to pipeline
gas could be connected.

Fred Walter
Cottage Grove, OR

l*'II See if They
Subscribe Now
To the editor:
I will subscribe if I can get this
question answered satisfactorily: Are you
for hunting or against hunting? -

Jo Bigman,
Gold Hill, OR
Editor Paul Koberstein replies:
Cascadia Times does not take a position
opposing hunting.

Point of~~~~~~
Why a Salmon Solution is Beyond
Our Reach
By Bill Bakke
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he 1997 fall fishery on the
Columbia River was a disaster.
A better extinction plan for
salmon and steelhead could not be
invented, and all the authority of the
state, federal, and tribal fish management agencies has been focused on
killing salmon and steelhead through
the court ordered 1987 agreement
called the Columbia River Fish
Management Plan.
Unfortunately, this plan is not balanced by a conservation agreement that part was deferred - and there is no
evidence that the conservation mandate in the plan has been followed up
on by the state agencies and tribes.
The state, federal, and tribal fish management agencies have never questioned their harvest practices, and
downplay harvest as_ a factor in salmon
and steelhead decline.
The Oregon Department of Fish
and Wildlife is run by the harvest management and hatchery staff. Their
track record has resulted in declining
coho, chinook, cutthroat, and steelhead
runs and closed fisheries. The same
institutional problems exist in
Washington, California, Idaho, and
with the tribes. It,s time for .a shake-up
of these agencies to make protection of
wild, native salmonids a higher priority
than their extinction.
This year on the Columbia the
wild steelhead run was less than half of
the goal of 75,500 fish over Bonneville
Dam. Based on the best biological evidence developed by the fish agencies
and tribes, this many wild fish are
needed to seed the habitat of the basin
and maintain the health of native steelhead in a multitude of Columbia River
tributaries.
But the Columbia River Fish
Management Plan allows for a fixed
harvest impact on wild steelhead
regardless of the run strength. This
results in overharvest. At the same
time, the Oregon and Washington fish
agencies were closing tributaries down
to fishing due to an all-time low run of
wild steelhead. Also, the temperatures
in the Columbia were high, 72°F, and
the fish were stressed, seeking out cool
water refuges near the mouth of tributaries. The fish had stopped migrating
in the hot water.
Wild Snake River fall chinook,
listed as a threatened species in 1992,
were also trapped in the hot water.
The native, wild steelhead from the
Snake and upper Columbia had just
been listed as threatened and endangered species. To accommodate the
fishery, the National Marine Fisheries
Service decided to not officially list the
steelhead until after the fishery closed.
The sport and commercial fishery
continued. The Columbia River

Compact, a joint Oregon and
Washington fishery regulation body,
continued to allow fishing for wild
steelhead and listed fall chinook
because the Columbia River Fish
Management Plan couldn't be denied.
When I asked the-Compact to
close to all fishing an. unprotected cool
water refuge at the mouth of Herman
Creek, the request was denied. Even
though salmon and steelhead bound
for all parts of the Columbia River
Basin were seeking relief from hot
water at this small creek mouth, the
Oregon harvest manager, Steve King,
said Oregon didn't close this thermorefuge because there was no hatchery
salmon run to protect in the creek. I
also asked that wild steelhead be voluntarily released in tribal dipnet fisheries. It would save a few fish and the
tribes could show they had concern for
these native fish.
Since the Warm Springs tribal fish-

The Oregon Department of
Fish and Wildlife is run by
the harvest management
and hatchery staff. Their
track record has resulted
in declining coho. chinook.
cutthroat. and steelhead
runs and closed fisheries.

ermen release wild chinook and steelhead in their fisheries at Sherars Falls
on the Deschutes, I believed the
request, while modest from a conservation perspective, was reasonable. The
tribal officials at the Compact ignored
the request. It became clear that the
state and tribal fish agencies had
decided to consummate a fishery
regardless of the environmental problems, and the declining runs of wild
chinook and steelhead because they
could.
The Columbia River Fish
Management Plan gave them the
authority to ignore common sense and
ethical restraint to protect what
remains of the Columbia's living heritage of native salmonids. By eating
their seed corn these fisheries were
jeopardizing their own future.
The Columbia River Fish
Management Plan, if you can call it
that, is the result of hard work over
many months by Jim Martin and Jack

Donaldson, representing Oregon's
interests. The goal was to secure a harvest allocation for the Indians. After
all, the history of harvest management
was one where the states had routinely
used up all the fish before they
reached Bonneville Dam and then
demanded that the Indians bear the
full conservation burden.
Having enough of that, the
Indians went to court and got their
place in the harvest lineup. Jim Martin
gave steelhead away, especially the
large B-run fish because they belonged
to Idaho; he sacrificed wild steelhead
to give the Indians access to fall chinook harvest. Idaho was so mad they
refused to sign the agreement.
The plan also predated the listing
of Snake River chinook and sockeye as
threatened and endangered species.
The plan allows a 30% harvest rate on
listed Snake River fall chinook. At the
time the plan was adopted there was
no spawner abundance goal for Snake
fall chinook.
They were treated as a throwaway
species by harvest managers eager to
cash in on the more abundant Hanford
Reach salmon. In 1997 the threatened
Snake River fall chinook return to the
mouth of the Columbia reached an
estimated 2,000 adults. The response
on the part of the states and tribes was
to increase the harvest impact by 5%.
The effort to rebuild Snake River fall
chinook cannot be achieved with this
kind of management authority. In 1998
the Columbia River Fish Management
Plan will be renegotiated. But will it
change? Will it build a conservation
framework and hold the parties
accountable to it?
The harvest and hatchery management interests run the state and tribal
agencies. These agencies are interested in salmon and steelhead only as a
commodity. Healthy wild runs in beautiful productive streams are not their
concern. Biological diversity is created
as a constraint rather than a goal of
management.
These same professionals will
decide the new institutional authority
to rule on the Columbia River. As long
as they can point a finger at the dams,
loggers, cattlemen, farmers, and ocean
productivity as the killers of wild
salmon, and by doing so, divert attention from their role in promoting the
decline and extinction of wild salmon,
then a comprehensive solution to the
wild salmon crisis will remain beyond
our reach.

Bill Bakke is a founder of Oregon
Trout and is now founder and executive
director of the Native Fish Society.
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Rachel Carson on the Oregon Trail
by Sara Jameson
ifty years ago, in the fall of 1947,
two women left NewYork City
on a west-bound train. Rachel
Carson, a scientific writer for the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) and
not yet famous, and illustrator Kay
Howe, her friend and colleague, saw for
the first time the U.S. West.
While Carson is typically thought of
in connection with the Atlantic Coast from her Maine vacation cabin south to
the Woods Hole Marine Biological
Laboratory, and the many field trips she
took from her D.C. office - this western
trip had lifelong reverberations for her.
This was a working vacation for
Carson and Howe who needed information on migratory birds, game mammals,
and endangered species for a new FWS
booklet about conserving resources.
After stops at wildlife refuges in
Montana to see trumpeter swans wintering in thermal lakes and bison in early
snow, they headed to Oregon where
they planned to visit the Columbia
River fish hatcheries constructed after
the Bonneville Dam blocked the formerly prodigious salmon runs.
In Portland they rented a car and
drove down the coast to Agate Beach,
the first time either had seen the Pacific
Ocean. This visit must surely have
affected the 38-year-old Carson deeply,
though only tantalizing hints of this
memorable event are recounted by
Linda Lear in her vast, new biography,
Rachel Carson: ttlitness for Nature.
Thorough, professional, and extensively footnoted, this book is destined
to be the definitive source on Carson.
Lear, a professor of environmental history at George Washington University in
Washington, D.C. has compiled day-today details with textbook accuracy, not
shying away from technical information,
while avoiding the modern tendency
toward psychological speculation about
the private life of her subject.
Lear recounts how oceans aroused
Carson's passion during her land-locked
college days in western Pennsylvania,
causing her to change her major from
English to Marine Zoology. At the time,
she felt she had given up her beloved
writing forever; "It never occurred to
me," she mused later, "that I was merely getting something to write about."
And write she did, with an amazing
flair for making scientific information
accurate, clear, and poetic. At the time
of this trip only Under the Sea-wind,·
the first of her ocean trilogy, had
appeared, and that in a small edition
just one month before the attack on
Pearl Harbor which limited its distribution.
Oregonians she met in 1947 could
scarcely have predicted that this
reserved author would later be known
as the mother of the environmental
movement with the 1962 publication of
Silent Spring. Thirty-five years later,

F

many have forgotten. Lear's biography
should rectify that.
Lear outlines the steady growth of
Carson's commitment to ecology
decades before the word had been
invented. Carson's field notes from 1947
show an already developed environmental concern, recording with distress
the pollution in the Willamette River at
Oregon City "where paper mills and
poorly constructed fishways made a
spring fish run nearly impossible."
Back in Portland, Carson and Howe
joined a FWS biologist to drive up the
Columbia River. They stopped at fish

hatcheries, and visited the ancient
Indian fishing grounds at Celilo Falls
which would be drowned 10 years later
under The Dalles Dam.
At Bonneville, Carson recoiled at
the "horrors of the [dam's] turbines."
Watching the salmon jumping the steep
ladders around the spillways, Carson
was struck "by the incomprehensible
nature of the destiny which requires all
this of the salmon to return to their
home when for all we could see they
could equally well fulfill themselves in
the ocean from which they came."
This first and only visit to Oregon
was not Carson's last connection to the
state, however. Lear mentions three
Oregonians whose paths later crossed

Carson's.
In 1952 Oregon car salesman
Douglas McKay became Secretary of
the Interior under President
Eisenhower. This appointment reflected the new political climate in
Washington when years of benign
neglect toward natural resources which
had allowed conservation to flourish,
were now giving way to a new emphasis
on profit-oriented exploitation.
In 1953 McKay dismissed Carson's
former boss at the FWS and replaced
many staff scientists with nonprofessional political appointees, drawing a

campaigns increasingly drew Carson's
attention away from other ocean-oriented projects. Although retired, she
astutely maintained contact with former
colleagues who provided her invaluable
access to current research. A savvy political realist, Carson did not advocate the
complete elimination of spraying, but
she pleaded for more information about
its hazards.
Despite warnings from her dear
friend Dorothy Freeman about so much
focus on negativity when Carson was
herself suffering from cancer, Carson
replied that she couldn't enjoy nature if
she didn't at least try to help. The cancer connection drew her to the "Great
Cranberry Scandal" of Thanksgiving,
1959.
For several years a number of
Pacific Northwest cranberry growers
had ignored restrictions on the use of
the herbicide aminotriazole, and many
potentially contaminated berries had
been shipped out. When the Secretary
of Health, Education and Welfare recommended a ban on cranberry sales, the
market dropped, alarming growers in
Oregon and elsewhere.
At a public hearing, Carson expected Oregon Congressman Charles 0.
Porter to defend his state's industry, an
important native crop since before the
days of Lewis and Clark, and one that
Carson might have seen along the coast.
But Porter surprised her by going
against McKay's policies and pointing
out "the enormous problem of pesticide
and additive contamination in food" and
calling for "better laws and more rigid
enforcement."
The cranberry scare brought Carson
more material for her book, and an audience even more ready for her message.
By the time Silent
Spring reached bookRACHEL CARSON: WITNESS FOR
stores on September
NATURE by Linda Lear Published by Henry
27, 1962, revealing to
Holt and Company, New York September 27,
the general public
1997 Illustrated, 634 pages, cloth $35.00 ISBN:
the widespread haz08050-34277
ards of sprays, the
outcry was enormous.
She was praised and denounced by
scientists, politicians, industry spokesmen, and the public in articles, letters,
and broadcasts. Ten days later Oregon
Senator Wayne 0. Morse entered into
stern public letter of protest from
the Congressional Record a supportive
Carson.
sermon by a Unitarian minister who,
By this time, Carson had made
just 18 months later, would conduct a
enough money on her award- winning
memorial service after Carson's death
best-seller The Sea Around Us to retire
from cancer. It was a fitting tribute from
after 17 years. From government insider
the state she had enjoyed.
she was becoming the voice of conOver the years Oregonians have
science on the outside.
welcomed Carson's message and
During this period, government
worked toward her goals. This new
agencies, spurred on by the chemical
industry's new "magic bullets," began
biography will help Oregonians see the
full magnitude of her contribution in
pursuing the conquest of nature with
the context of an amazingly rich life.
the same military fervor that won the
war, attacking insect pests with an arsenal of toxic chemicals and rationalizing
away civilian (and wildlife) casualties as
an acceptable price of progress.
The fallout from these chemical
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